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      three-way conversation in type, Threesome and The new cala? 
are just three qualifications that were given to Martin Majoor’s  
type family ff Nexus, when it was released in 2004.  The fact that  
ff Nexus has three variants – a serif, a sanserif and a slabserif  
(a mix between serif and sans) – makes it a highly versatile typeface. 
Its third extension, the slabserif, is a logical result of Majoor’s type 
design philosophy which started with the release of ff Scala and  
ff Scala Sans some 15 years ago.
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 first serif,  then sans
Almost 20 years ago, during the time Majoor started designing 
Scala, he almost intuitively developed a process in which the sans 
serif version was derived from the serif version: first the serif, then 
the sans. Later he called this theory, ‘2 typefaces, 1 form principle’, 
and the immediate success of ff Scala and ff Scala Sans was proof 
that he was on the right track.
 It turned out that his ‘theory’ wasn’t new at all, but thanks to 
digital techniques he was able to bring it into practice in a way 
that had not been seen before in type design. Features like old 
style figures and small caps, in all weights, in serif and sans and in 



regular and italic, simply had not been possible in the time of hot 
metal type. But at the start of the digital type era, this versatility 
was something new. It was 1993 and it was the first time ever that 
italic small caps were designed for a sans serif typeface. In a way its 
versatility made Scala revolutionary.
 In the years that followed, Majoor saw that it was not so difficult 
to expand his ‘theory’ with the design of a third member of the  
family, simply by taking the sans and add thick serifs to it. It would 
become a slabserif that was not designed from scratch like Rockwell 
or Memphis. Instead it would be derived directly from a sanserif, 
that itself again was derived from a serifed design. The connec-
tion of the three versions would automatically make it a coherent 
family. Majoor’s initial type design philosophy of ‘2 typefaces,  
1 form principle’ became ‘3 typefaces, 1 form principle’. 

 the nexus principle
From 2002 to 2004 Majoor brought his extended theory into 
practice when he designed ff Nexus, a family of three ‘connected’ 
typefaces. Nexus is the Latin word for connection, and at this stage 
he changed his ‘3 typefaces, 1 form principle’-slogan simply into 
‘The Nexus principle’.
 ff Nexus started as an alternative to ff Seria, a typeface  
Majoor had designed some 5 years earlier. ff Seria has some strong 
features like extremely long ascenders and descenders, and an 
upright italic. Majoor started working on an alternative version of  
ff Seria, with shorter ascenders and descenders. But soon this 
design developed into a new typeface, with numerous changes in 
proportions and in details and with a redrawn italic. The result 
was a workhorse typeface like ff Scala with features such as small 
caps in all weights, four different sorts of numbers and ligatures: 
ff Nexus Serif was born.
 Logically, ff Nexus Sans resulted directly from ff Nexus Serif, 
with identical features. But Majoor also developed a new family 
member: ff Nexus Mix, a slabserif or egyptienne that in its turn 
was based on ff Nexus Sans. The addition of the word ‘Mix’ in its 
name was a result of the idea that a slabserif is a real mixture  
of a sans and a serif.
 In addition to ff Nexus Serif Italic, two sets of elegant swash 
capitals and two sets of swash lowercase endings were designed. 
Another augmentation was a monospaced typewriter font in four 
weights.  
 When the ff Nexus family (Serif, Swash, Sans, Mix, Typewriter) 
was released in 2004, it was one of FontShop’s first OpenType font 
families.
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 ff nexus serif
ff Nexus Serif is a serious text face with features like small caps, 
standard and special ligatures, old style figures, fractions and  
miscellaneous characters.
The proportions of ff Nexus Serif are quite universal, which 
means the typeface can be used for a wide range of printed matter, 
from weekly magazines and scientific books to logotypes and post-
ers. The italic has an ‘ideal’ slope of 9°, but some of the italic characters  
have a slightly different slope. This irregularity makes the italic more lively.   
The bold and bold italic distinguish themselves quite strongly 
from the regular, which makes them also suitable for laserprinting 
and low resolution digital printing.

 ff  nexus sans
The sans serif version, ff Nexus Sans, is derived directly from the serif. 
A serifless counterpart such as this already has proved to be effective 
in typefaces like ff Scala and ff Seria. All the serious text face features 
that can be found in ff Nexus Serif are present in this sans version. This 
makes it an ideal partner, enabling the two to be combined intelligently. 

 ff  nexus mix
The slabserif version, ff Nexus Mix, was derived directly from the 
sans version. It is a quite humanistic slabserif, designed in the same 
strain as pmn Caecilia and TheSerif.  The fact that ff Nexus Mix can  
be combined effortlessly with the sans and with the serif, makes  
ff Nexus a very versatile family. 
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 ff nexus italic swash
 

 

 

 

 ff nexus typewriter
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

   

 small caps
Small caps are available for all versions and all weights (except  
for the typewriter version). There are some specially  
designed characters to fit with the small caps,  
such as  ! ? ¡ ¿ & ª º.
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 numbers 
There are different sorts of numbers and valuta signs: 

 old style figures  0123456789 €$¢£¥, proportionally spaced 
 (all have their own width)

 old style figures  0123456789 €$¢£¥, tabulary spaced 
 (all have the same width) 

 lining figures  0123456789 €$¢£¥, tabulary spaced 
 (all have the same width)

 lining figures  0123456789 €$¢£¥, proportionally spaced 
 (all have their own width)

 superscript  ⁰¹²³⁴⁵⁶⁷⁸⁹  for scientific use like in  e = mc²

 subscript  ₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉  for scientific use like in  C₆H₁₄
 
 fractions (fixed)  ½⅓⅔¼¾⅕⅖⅗⅘⅙⅚⅛⅜⅝⅞  ⅟    

 numerators  ⁰¹²³⁴⁵⁶⁷⁸⁹⁄  for creating fractions like ¹⁷⁄85

 denominators  ⁄0123456789  for creating fractions & ‘boxed’ numbers

There are special square and round boxes which can be combined 
with the denominator numbers to create ‘boxed’ numbers up to  
99. The set width of the square and round boxes is zero, so when  
the number is typed it is automatically superimposed into the 
shapes.

 ☐      +  2   =    ☐2
 
�       +  71   =    �71
�       +  84   =    �84

 special characters
There is a whole range of special characters available in all of  
the weights in the ff Nexus family. Besides standard ligatures  
( ff fi fl ffi ffl ß) there are special ligatures (� st � �), historical forms  
( ſ ß), squares, circles, stars and arrows in both solid and outline 
(▪▫►▻◄◅◆◇●○★☆←↑→↓↖↗↘↙), and miscellaneous characters  
(℗ℓ℮₡✆������ �).
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 superscript characters
There are specially drawn superscript characters (a b d e h l m o r s t u v) 
that can be used in abbreviations. The o (ordinal) is frequently used 
in abbreviations such as  
Ao (Anno), Do (dito), fro (franco), No (Numero), Vo (verso), 1o (primo), 
2o (secundo).
But other characters are sometimes used too: 
16e Arrt  (16e Arondissement), Boⁿⁿe (Baronne), Mⁱs (Marquis), Mlle 
(Madamoiselle), Sa (Señorita), Vtese (Vicomtesse), 1st (first), 2ⁿd  
(second), 3rd (third). 

 case-sensitive forms 
There are case-sensitive forms in all versions and weights of  
ff Nexus. This means that characters such as hyphen, slash and  
parentheses are lifted slightly to get in line with capital characters.

 
 ff nexus opentype (Standard and Pro versions)
The Open Type Standard version contains accented characters for 
Western, Southern and Northern European languages (such as å æ ç 
ð è î ñ ö ø ú þ ÿ).
The Open Type Pro version also contains accented characters for 
Central and Eastern European languages (such as ą ċ ď ĕ ģ ħ i ĵ ķ ł ņ ő 
ř ś ŧ ų ẃ ŷ ż).

(case-sensitive = + } ] )      (CASE-SENSITIVE = + } ] )
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Martin Majoor (1960) has been designing 
type since the mid-1980s. A�er a student 
placement at urw in Hamburg, he started 
in 1986 as a typographic designer in the 
Research & Development Department at 
Océ-Netherlands. There he carried out 
research into screen typography and 
worked on the production of digital  
typefaces for laser printers. 

In 1988 he started working as a graphic designer for the Vreden-
burg Music Centre in Utrecht, for whom he designed the award-
winning typefaces Scala and Scala Sans especially for use in its 
own printed matter. Two years later fsi FontShop International 
published ff Scala® as the first serious text face in the FontFont 
Library. In 1993 ff Scala was augmented with a sanserif version,  
ff Scala Sans. The sans and the serif versions complement each 
other admirably. They follow the same principle of form but are 
two distinct designs. Both ff Scala and ff Scala Sans continue to 
be very successful throughout the world.

In 1994 Majoor designed the Dutch telephone directory, for  
which he did both the typography and, more importantly,  
created the new typeface Telefont®. Perhaps as a reaction to the 
very formal work on the phone books, in 1997 Majoor designed  
ff Scala Jewels: a quartet of classic decorative typefaces based on 
the capitals of ff Scala Bold.

Majoor’s third major typefamily, ff Seria® was released in 2000.  
It consists of a serif version and a sanserif version.  
In 2001 it was awarded a ‘Certificate of Excellence’ from the istd 
International TypoGraphic Awards 2001 in London and a ‘Certificate 
of Excellence in Type Design’ from the atypi Type Design Compe-
tition Bukva:raz! in Moscow. 

The ff Nexus® family was released in 2004 as one of FontShop’s 
first OpenType® fonts. Two years later it won the first prize at the 
Creative Review Type Design Awards 2006, in the category Text 
Families.

Majoor taught typography at several Schools of Arts and since 
1992 has given lectures at conferences in Budapest, Antwerp, Paris, 
San Francisco, Barcelona, The Hague, Berlin, Prague, Warsaw and 
Stockholm. His work has been exhibited in Rotterdam, New York, 
Paris, London, Berlin, Capetown, Helsinki, Barcelona, Bologna 
and Ontario. He has written articles for magazines such as Items, 
2+3d and Eye. He now works as a graphic designer and type 
designer in both The Netherlands and Poland.
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